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Non=Partisan SchoolLeague Will Meet in Eagle's Hall
Tonight, Citizens andSchool.Patrons Urged to Attend
THAW'S MOTHER
TREATED GENTLY

spent at the mother's country home
in the mountains.
Thaw's Income Net Great.
That was all. Dolmas ended her
testimony abruptly. The district attorney was taken by surprise and began to cross-examine Mrs. Thaw in a
very low voice. He asked the eolith Breaks Down When Testify- Atolls
surrounding the increase in her
ing, But Bravely Struggles son's allowance, but Dolmas objected.
late asked
the son's income
to Keep Up For Sake of Her lamounted to,what
Mrs. Thaw said it was
moderate and nothing like the sum
Boy on Stand
the newspapers have so often re
Ported,

THE

TRIAL

IS

PROGRESSING

New York, March 7.--Postpone•
ment of the Thaw case until tomor•
row was caused by the death of James
Walsh husband of Justice Fio.gerald's wife's sister.

•

•

The Prisoner's Mother.
Another dramatic chapter was added to the history of the Thaw trial
when the mother of the defendant
took the stand. Mrs. Thaw's stay before the jary was brief. When Delmas had definitely limited her examination to the change she had noted in
aver mon* condition following jute eturn from Paris in 1903 after Evelyn
Nesbit had told him of her 'life story,
and when Jerome had with great consideration, conduce a short and hieffectual cross-examination, the mother love welled strong in Mrs. Thaw
and she felt she had not done her all.
She was loath to leave the witness
chair.
"There is the question of heredity,"
she protested when both Delmar; and
Jerome told her she might step down.
"I have asked you, madam, all that
is considered necessary," said Thaw's
attorney, with the utmost deference.
Mrs. Thaw half rose, hesitated and
were absent ter Mt- down sante wbea
Deimos offered her hie hand to aseiist
her from the Wand.

Mother Nears Break Down.
Twice during her recital of the
events which had caused her to fear
that ail was net right wait her son,
Mrs. Thaw ;broke down anci was unable to proceed, Her face flushed and
she made an effort to speak but the
words would not come. After a few
moments. Justice Fitzgerald asked solicitously if she felt able to proceed
and Mrs. Thaw, evidently much chagrined that her great grief had overcome her strong will of resistance,
nodded in the affirmative.
She declined a glass of water, made
an effort once more to proceed but
failed. Fitzgerald then interposed a
relief for which the elderly woman
facing him mnet have been deeply
grateful. He said as that many of
the witness' remarks had been uttered
in a very low voice It would be neceseary to halve the stenographer read
all her testimony up to that time to
the jury. 'When the reading was ended Mrs. Thaw had regained her composure and was able to proceed to the
end of her narrative,
Thaw Was Deeply Depreswed.
'She said that when learry came
home In 19413 he seemed depressed
and apparently had lost all interest
in life
He massed gleeplese nights,
would often leave the table at meats
and go into the parlor to play upon
the piano, the music growing softer
and softer until it finally died away.
Me told in a motherly way of her
solicitude for the body.
As Mrs. Thaw bravely told of her
eon's statement to her, tears welled
up in her eyes and for several momeats she was unable to proceed with
her story.

•

"He told me that a wicked man probably the wickedest man In all
New York—had ruined his Hie."

'

It was not until some time after he
had offered this explanation of the
change In 'him that she learned the
story pf tile young woman who was
to become her daughter-In-lay.
Mrs. Thaw told of her son breaking
down at ebtirch in 'Pittsburg and
afterward explaining It was heeatiae
of sorrow which prevented the young
woman he loved being at his *Me,
Md. 'Maw told of coming to New
York to meet Evelyn Nesbit and of
giving her, consent to her son'a net:'riage-- the one condition being thea
the Ores past 1.01? ' In Near Toe:
should be a domed book, nevea to be
referred to In any way. Then rialto
the Miley of the marriage In Pittaburg in SPOIL 14195, the honeymoon
trip and then a happy pladd glimmer

NEED FOUNTAINS
ALONG STREETS

AS VIEWED IN FRANCE.
Movement Looking to Removal of Schools From Politics
Culminates in Organization
Of League By The Seriouti-7
Minded People of Paducah,
Who Tire of Party and Factional Bickering

Daughters of American Revolution to Lay a Proposition
Before Board of Aldermen at
Meeting Tonight

APPROACH BOTH PARTIES
BODIES WASH ASHORE.
Naples, March 7—Twenty bodies washed asibore_at pastelistmare. The bodies are believed to
be those of passengers and crew
of the British steamship, Kalada,
which recently foundered. It is
not known how many lives were
lost, but additional bodies continue washing in almost hourly.
CRANE'S BOOM.
Boston, March 7.—Boom for
United States Senator Crane as
presidential candidate started
some time mei in Washington,
was given official indorsement
Nat night at a dinner of Western
Massachusetts' members of the
legislature, when Crane was
toasted as the next president of
the United Slates. This was loudly cheered.
REWARD FOR BOY.
Kitts' Hammock, Del., March
7.—With a reward of $24,000
offered for the safe return and
another of $1,000 for the dead
body, hundreds of men today returned to search for little Horace Mirvin, whose strange dieappearance generally aroused
the entire neighborhood. There
Is. not the slightest trace of the
lad now.
BANK ROBBERS.
Masonville, Iowa, March 7.—
Robbers dynamited the safe of
the Farmers' bank this morning
and secured several thousand
dollar's Five hundred were dropped when the burglars crossed a
wire fence. A posse is tracking
the men in the light snow,
ARTIST SUICIDE.
Paris, March 7.--Standing before a mirror in the studio of
the apartments today Mrs. Teele
Latham, said to be the daughter of a Chicago magletrate,committed suicide by shooting. She
had attracted considerable attention as an artist and entertained sumptuously. Financial difficulty is given as the cause.
PRAIRIE FIRES.
Fort Worth, March 7.— Extreme drouth has caused numerous prairie tires in west Texas. Hundreds of acres of ranch
land are burned over, causing a
heavy loss.

TO

INCREASE

THE TAX

LEVY

I Have Confid
ence of Business
and Professional Men, Who
Will Continue Fight for the
Betterment of Paducah City
Schools

Daughters of the American Revolution probably will present before the
board of aldermen tonight their proposition for the location of drinking
fountains at prominent corners in the
business seotion, and it is expected
that the general council
take
action to promote the' idea, which is
considered an excellent one.
The ordinance increneing the tax
rate from $1.65, as fixed by the general council last year, to $1.55 will be
Introduced in the board tonight. It
+tea passedr the hoard of emineltmen
exactly as agreed upon at a flannel_
committee conference. It is probable
that the aldermen4111 hold two distinct sessions tonight for the purpose
of passing the ordinance on two readings,

ALL ARE INVITEE)TO JOIN
Culminating a feeling that quietly
has been taking form for the last
several months, a meeting of citizens interested in a non-partisan
school system will be held in
the
Eagles' hall, Sixth street and Broadway tonight at 7:30 o'clock. In this
meeting, composed Indiscriminately
of citizens of all political faiths, an
organization will be effected to work

Rollor skating, and poesibly tol
pistols, will be considered. Some ordinances relative to street improvements, may be introduced.

for a non-partisanIzachool board. The
Object of the Non-Partisan School
league will be to lift the public

SCHMITZ'S STATEMENT.
Says Teddy's Eloquence Made Him
Change Opinion.
*an Fravissiem, March 7.—Magor
Schmitz arrived here this afternoon
on his return from Washington. He
said he would issue a statement on
the whole Japanese situation within a
few days.
Mr. Schmitz, in an Interview at
Los Angeles, en route, is quoted as
saying:
„

"Ailhoulti,

tt

'

J'aili—TrArlow me to give iou this stight.token of my regard."
Unele Sams "Be so good as to take this seat, my yeliow
friend."
—es,ellhou•tts (Paris),

Delegates Chosen to Head Camp
W.0. W., By Paducah Woodmen
ACQUITTED FOR
PATROLMAN CLARK
KILLING BYWATER
FINDS FUDITIVE

wear.ro Washington
to confer with .the president about
admitting the Japanese into the public schools, I found my views were
not altogether right, and when the
matter was presented to me in a light
that I had not before considered,
could see that there was some reason
for the attitude the head. of the nation took. I found that President
Culpeper, Va., March 7.--The nasse
IRomsevelt was Wrongly In favor of
admitting them, and of course he is of Strothers brothers Por the murder
in a position to knew what is really of William F. Bywaters, who was
shot immediately after he married
best"
their sister, whom he wronged, went
to the Jury this morning, The jury,
after a short deliberation, returned a
verdict of not gullty.

STEALING WHISKY
AND SELLING IT

Delegates to represent the Paducah camps in the Head ,camp
convention, W. 0. W., to be held
here
next Tuesday have been elected
as
follows: Olive camp, A. Rosenthal;
J.

struggled for every year.
It is understood that the organization will endeavor to 'et a
fusion,
ticket. Both the. Republican and
Democratic city executive committees will be appealed to to sever
the
schools from the other elective
ofilces, and to allow the same ticket 0,-4.
for

school trustees to go under each
emblem. The new organization will
make out a non-partisan ticket,which
W. Heasley :
T. B. Flasch; Jersey
it will submit to both committees,
so
camp, A. W. Barkley. 13. A. Cram,
C.
that men elected on that ticket may
W. Emery, W. R. Parker; alterna
tes
By clever work this morning, Pa- be elected with the understanding
for Jersey camp, G. R. Broadfoot, E.
trolman J. W. Clark found a negro that no questions. arising in the
E. Birchett, S. B. Pryor, W. J. Yopp. for
whom Tennessee officers have board will be settled from the
viewThe Woodmen's Circle, the Wom- been searching for some
time. His point of any party.
an's Auxiliary of the W. 0. W., will name is John Pitts, and he is wanted
At the meeting tonight, a declarameet on the same day here in the at Newbern, Tenn., for stabbing a tion
of principles will be made and
man.
Marshal King, and Deputy
lodge rooms on North Fourth street.
the
member
ship will not be limited
The Head camp convention will 'be Sheriff Pitt of Newbern, came here
held in the Red Men's hall. The del- today, and after several hours' work, in any way. Any citizen - who' would
egates from the woman's auxiliaries Patrolman Clark found their man at like to sea the-achool system placed
will be: Magnolia, Mrs. Clara Max- the Illinois Central 'hospital, whew entirely out of polities
has the qualiwell imd Mrs. G. T. Spence; Evert. he was recovering from a -.pistol
fication for membership. Later It is
wound
inflicte
d by another Illinois
green, Mrs. A. L. 'semen and Mrs.
Central brakeman at Cecilia. Pitts on expected to appeal to the legislature
Sallie Roder.
coming here had gone to work on
to have the charter repealed fallibl
the
e
As this is the first Kentucky
Illinois Central and got into a diffi- sections which
call for an election
Head camp convention, a strong
culty, during which he was shot,
every year, and to have the term for
fight will be made by all delegations
February 25. He will be taken
back four years
to secure officers in the organization.
with elections every two
to Newbern this afternoon.
Paducah camps will try to get some
years.
of the officers from their membership.
Many business, professional and
GAVE HER MILLION TO ART.All the entertaining of the delegates,
working
men have expressed approv156 in .number, will be done in the
W. 0. W. bail. Kentucky will be Woman Decides to Will Entire ES. al of a Non-Partisan School league
tate for Gallery.
known as the Head Camp U., the
and if the organization is effected, It
state head camps being lettered. The
is probable that it will be incorpomembership in Kentucky now Is
Manchester, N. H.. March 7.—Mrs. rated The citizens behind the moveover 8,000 and Kentucky separates Hannah A. Currier is to give her en- rnent will not be discour
aged. If
from Tennessee this year because on- tire fortune of $1,000,000 for the es- nothing definite is accomplished
in
ly 5,000 are required to form a sep- tablishment of an art gallery in this the fall campaign, but will continu
e
arate Head ramp.
city at her death. The estate will be to work for a non-partisan school
left to trustees named In a list which system. Republicans and Democrats
she already has prepared. Mrs. Cur- alike have signified their intentio
n
rier is nearly 80 years old.
of attending the meeting tonight.

DARING HOLDUP.
Moscow, March 7.—A daring
holdup occurred at the unhersity today. While officials were being paid off seven armed men,
supposed to be Terrorists, entered and threatening all present
with. revolvers, demanded the
money. The intruder.' tired in
the air, "secured $20,000, decamped, killing a !sergeant of
police whom they encountered
at the door as he was shout to
enter the building.

Systematii stealing of whisky from
Efreatuate Well & Company has been
traced down to employes of that firm
who have, absconded. The goods
have been sold to local saloon keepers
at less than manufacturer's cost, The
method of operation was to wait until
after the business had been cloeed
for the day, and then to carry th4
goods away in carriages, unstamped
in jugs and sell it to the essisxm
keepers who bought the goods. Keys FORMER
M-AYOR LANG IS
to the whisky and to the rooms in
BUSY AT THE CITY HALL
Which the goods was kept were stolen
TWO CENT FARE.
and the goods obtained. The peculaSome figures on the Democratic
Springfield, DE, March 7.—
tion. have 'been going on ter several city administration, or some
former
The home. today unanimously
months. The thefts were admitted at one, may be introduced in
the bitter
teemed the two cent passenger
the office of Dreytuas, Well & Com- tight being waged before the Demofare bill. It as practically certain
pany. It is said that over 124 gallons cratic primary. Former Mayor
Tames
both houses will agree on a two
were taken.
Lang has been engaged in a careful
cent bill.
inspection of the books In the auditor's and treasurer's office, and alHow They Do It in Mayfield.
BOMB THROWN.
Just as the town clock struck I though he is maintaining strict seWarsaw, March 7.—A bomb
o'clock
Wednesday afternoon Rev. crecy about it the rumor is out that
was thrown today into the flat
Nunneily spoke the words In the store he Intends to spring something to the
occupied by Prince Pergatyn•ki,
of Draffen, Dirk & 0o, that. tinIted Reed camp.
director of the government high
In marriage George Thompson and
school. The premieres are wreck.
GRAIN at.% it leET.
St. Louis, March 7.—The Standard
Miss Cora Kirby, of Dublin. The
ed. The prince is uninjured.
Cincinnati, larch 7.—Wheat,
Oil company and John 0.'Rockefeller
groom, after the ceremony, presented
79 1-2; corn, 50; oats, 40 1-2.
must stand trial in St. Louis, 14. a dothe Mirsieter with a sliver dallier and
cialein rendered this .morning by the
the couple left the *tore and went
Car Leaves Track.
four United States Judges, sitting in
There Ii only one kind of • their way liapay.—Mayllead abeasenUnion depot car, No. 51 JaMped eha the ease, It was held thst ta-k
newspaper ritrutation statement get.
track yesterday afternoon Ota Oald- ants in the, government suit against
quit Is worth any lonsdderatioa
wet,street jilat. aft It was eroestng the ins Mandated rib be lirmilihriti
St.
and that Is the daily detailed
Holdup Man Is Cureless. •
last ell on the way .,te union Sta t ion.!Louis for trial, no matter in 'what
statement. The Sun Is the only
Goshen. Ind., March 7.--Last night The ear is one of the
smaller tape. Part of the country they may ha‘e
Paducabepaper printing each a a holdup man,
with a gun, tonipelled It relied across the street ahd
by legal residence. There are seventy
stammeest.
Bandmaster Roscoe to open the ('ate vlaorone efforts,
ha MotorMsal West It defandants In all comprising SR 'the
Rogers. He grabbed $15 overlooking was brought
to a st.nd.stl%iIrsmI proselatnt ems eoumected "1t the
$700 and escaped,
Etat from the edge of the lith
thosemmilt
GUARD EMPRESS.
London, March
7.— Every
precaution known to the authorRim of Scotland yard is being
made to guard the dowager ton.
pram of Russia, who arrived to.
day to visit her sister Queen
Alexandria. Every known anarchist in England was placed
ander police surveillance. The
empress will be guarded by special detectives during her visit.

school system out of the realm
of
party conflicts, and place it on
a
plane, where only a love for the best
interests of the schools would be
tho
motive for getting on tuft hosed,
where the political parties will
not
consider it as a public plum to ho

STANDARD OIL MEN
MUST STAND TRIAL

I

Sulphur Yellow Reigning Color.
S.'ORTEINOU EATS WITH CLERKS
London, March 7.—According to
the Drapers' Record sulphur yellow, New
Treasury Chief Astonishes %h.
Which already has a vogue in Paris,
ordinates by Frugal Meal
will he the popular Ramie this year,
both for women's frocks and houseWashington, March 7.—Secretary
hold decorations,
Corteaou, now heed of the treastrty
departnient, astonished ,the hundreds
of clerk's who take their
matistbta
•
al noh at a restaitrant *erase the same'
from the t tesum ry building by**.
WE,1THER--laxilbably 'train to. log „ among
theni today. He ate a
sight with colder In the sateen's: sandwich and
a piece or Pie and
asatern portion. Friday fair and
drank a mug of milk. Many of the
coldre. lialnfoll .17 inch,
$1,991) clerks partook of a more tamp
tense 'repast. . Mr. eiwteiou was 11e•
r liptomod to hunch eat this stand whom'
,64104,.
itt. was private secretary tO the
Meeks'

411..

PAM ?WC.

Irmo

CbeKenturky
BOTH PHON

THritSDAY, MARCH 7.
111011MINMS

SUCCESS
DIEITRICAL NOTES

W.

FRIDAY NIGHT

PADIMAZ ENTEITTNO 141..fit

PRONIISED JOHN SHARP WIL..
LLCMS IN HIS F14.41T.

Illinois' Claims Against the L C.

1

WI TRANSFER CO
Now locat

ed at
"The Gingerbread Man."
TThe Cairo Bulletin says:
(Except Thu Nthy
"The golden days when the Jengla,
Springfield, 111., March 7.-In anRUH ProkIng Road's Bandage.
pes Famous Statesman En. jingly, nursery rhatues were true,
"The Pearl of the South" Mitssiasip
ticipation of disturbances when bills
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
Further, le statement says:
(era On Fight For Money's
made all who heard 'The Ginger- appropria
ting $160,000 for the Illi"The passenger department still is
Toga.
bread Man' at the opera house last nois
Central suit and the continuance under investigation, as
are other
night renew their childhood incident- of
the investigation are called upon matters, such as express
earnings
ally adding a few touches of up-to- econd
reading Gov. Deneen today
"If the theory of the attorney genWashington, Match 7.-Represent- dateness.
gave out a detailed IMMO at the find- eral as set forth
in the bill filed, by
"It
Is
a
charming little play, 04- ings of
ative John Sharp Williams, the Demaccountants who have been him in the supreme court
is sustaintirely
innocent
And her own select comcomplicat
of
ions
and
°elastic leader in the house, has left
conducting an inquiry into the rail- ed by that court, it
would
of
necessito
as
music,
decidedly
delightful
. rod company's
pany Of players.
for -nis home in Mississippi to begin
books. Details thus ty, involve a restatement of all of the
There
are
one
or
two
exeeediag
ly
Tonight.
at once an active campaign for the
given are not numerous, but they in- gross receipts, income,
and proceeds
Mississippi senatorship against his good voices. Homer Lind, who plays dicate how the total claim of $5,- of the charter
lines during the perithe
part
Fudge,
of
and
Mae
Phelps,
opponent, Gov. Vardaman. On peat
315,000 is made up, fourteen differ- od to be covered by the
investigation.
New specialties between acts. Friday he will formally open his who was a fascinating tittle Jack ent items of loss to the state being "To reapporti
on the gross income
Change of play each night.
campaign at Amory, Miss., and from Horner, being the great attractions of shown. Of these the chief loss ap- of the charter
lines it will be necesthat time on will be actively engag- the play front a musk-al standpoint. pears to be sustained in investments sary to take
Popular Prices
each
individual shiped upon the stump. He will deliver Miss Phelps is a clever actress and the Illinois Central has made, on ment of freight,
whether large or
her
beautiful
voice,
rich,
full
and
speeches all over the state and little
which, it is charged, it does not pay grnal, that was
House wiring, electric plants installed.
carried in part over
doubt is expressed that he will have vibrant, was heard with rare enjoy- compensation, the amount being stat- the charter lines
and reapportion the
ment.
Complete machine shop.
Miss
Phelps
vows
the
prima
pronounced majority when the
ed as 32,000,000. A statement show- earnings in accordance
BARGAIN MATINEE 'tvotes
with web
donna with the 'Prince of Pilsen'
I
are counted in August. The ef122-124 IN. Fourth Mt.
ing the amounts due the state has rules as may be determine
Phones 7137
d upon by
Saturday 2:30
when that play was given its first run
forts of Gov. Vardaman and his supbeen Issued. It gives fourteen differ- the supreme court.
in New York. Her work is always
porters to discredit the house leadent items, as follows:
"Pp to the present time $31,352.83
----THE SKIDOO KIDS----23
ership of Mr. Williams through the artistic and conscientious.
Cairo bridge earnings...$ 400,000 has been expended
in the investiga"The
comedian
s and the chorus Freight diverted
Seats on sale at Box Office.
candidacy of Representative DeArby Forrestion, every cent of which has been
were
exceptiona
lly
good
and
comthe
mond, of Missouri, has enlei in a flat
ton
900,000 paid to accountants.
pany in the aggregate is a strong one.
failure.
Mobile and Ohio trackage
Further, with regard to the great
A clever feature in the way of girl
Mr. Williams has already receivat Calso
10,000 amount of work necessary to
be
In
moon
the
the
light
effects
of which, Advertising mileage
ed written pledges from a majority
books
30,000 done the statement says:
by
the
way,
were
the
most
natural
of the Democrats compriiing the
Mobile and Ohio bridge
"When it is considered that the
membership of the Sixtieth congress, and beautiful ever given on this stage
Rice 6 Weaver
tolls at Cairo
30,000 earnings of the Illinois Central railand by the time the new congress was much admired and a horribly C., M. and N.R.R. termiroad, from which the charter lines'
Offer
meets it is expected that al: opposi- realistic dragon who breathed fire
nals at Chicago
140,000 proportion is to be separated, aggreThe Gorgeously Staged Fairyesque
tion to him will cease. His leader- caused a real shudder every time he Income from sundry ingate upwards of $50,000,000 a year,
Agents for
ship has proved eminently satisfac- made his writhing entrance.
vestments
2,000,000 some conception can be formed of
the
"Clifford Baum, a former member
tory and it is only through the Hearst
Rental of property. Michgreat arneunt of detailed work neccoterie that opposition has been man- of the Cairo baseball team of the
igan avenue, Chicago
5,000 essary for expert accountants to perKitty league, appe'a'red in the chorus.
ifested against him.
Coal hauled for subsidiary
form in arriving at the correct
"'The Gingerbread Man' ranks as
companies
Biglice42 and Oldeeet150,000 amounts due the state under its conone
of the best of the many musical
HEADACHES
AND
Earnings from car mileage
NEURALGIA
400,000 tract wah the Illinois Central railOffice Phones 369.
comedies seen here and tbe large
Residence Phones 726
FROM COLDS.
Earnings from elevator ren
road company. Literally tons and
LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine, the audience was hearty in expressing its
4rrapb
ta:s
at Chicago
oll Building, Paducah,Ky.
50,000 tons of papers have been handled by
world wide Cold and Grip remedy re- appreciation."
Earnings from elevator men
moves cause. Call for full name.
the state's accountants in arriving at
"The
Gingerbread Man" will be
Look for signature E. W. GROVE.
tals at Cairo
75,000 a basis for new percentages, and the
given at The'Kentucky tonight.
25c.
Rebates
and drawbacks ercompiiaaion of- these percentages bas
•
roneously
ch a rged
Safe.
will protect you, and if you are an
involved over 40,000 distinct calculaGertrude Eiang
Book and lyrics; by Fred Ranken.
u
against earnings
325,000 tions by them."
A Missouri graduate in law, eays honest lawyer, you will have no men_ The Gertoide Ewing company preMusic by A. Baldwin Sloane.
Errors
in divisions of
a poatioian of that stets., wrote to a petition."-Harper's Weekly.
sented the -"Mansion
of
Aching
gross freight earnings
1.500,000
Things do not prove themselves prominent laving'sin...Achansas to
With Entire New York All
Hearts" at The Kentucky to a large
sacred by
segregating
themselves) quire what ehaeoe there was in that "Fond Mother-- "Are you feeling
and appreciative audience who eviTotal
Star Cast
$5,315,000 from secular obncerns.
section for such a one as he described better now, darling?" Small
boy denced
by
their
liberal applause and
Lettuce
3' bunches 10c
himself to be. He said: "I am a Re- "Yes, rank you, mummy.
Nuffin' like
laughter, their thorough appreciation
Parsnips
quart.
5c
publican in politics, and an honest a bun for a headache.
Company Orchestra Turnips
A big bun. Litthe Grey Eagle got away for St. Louis
1.0c gal. of the play and players. The piece
young lawyer."
tle ones are no good."---- Punch.
last
night at 11 o'clock. Every time
Sweet potatoes
6,0c bu. was well interpreted and adequately
and
The reply that came seemed to be
winter is spent here by the Leyhe
Irish potatoes
G5c bu. staged and showed the company to
fleet they go back to St. Louis in the encouraging in Its interest: "If you
Success is a fine disregard for dUllI Sassafras
.
5c bunch. good ad,vantage. Miss Ewing was
are a Republican, the game laws here culties.
fittest trim.
Young onions
2 bunches 5e. good as usual as Emily Field and adThe Cie of &Aline will arrive late
Greens
lac bunch. ded new friends to those she has alPrices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1, 91.50
this
afternoon or blight from the ek.
ready
gained.
Mr.
Dean
Beets
played
9 bunches lac
R1V1111 STAGES.
a part
Tenives,ee river bound tot' St. Louis
Radishes
2 bunches, 16c. altogether different from the others Cairo
37.0 .0. 5 fall
Buttorff arrived this morning
Celery
41c to 75c In which he has been seen, that of a Chattanooga
11.2 0.6 fall
from Clarksville and found a big trip
Strawberries
a for 26c minister, The Rev. Owen Churchill, Cincinnati
0.6 fall
fcr Nashville, leaving at noon for that.
Grape fruit
4 for 25e and it must he said that from an ar- Evanevillo
$1.2 0.9 rise
what
tistic
standpoint it was by far the Florence
Bananas
10c doz.
13.6 0.9 fail
THE
World's happenings, State, 'National and Foreign,
The Georgia Lee will arrive Friday
Oranges
20c doz. best thing Paducahans have had the Johnsonville
0.6 fah
afternoon from Memphis On the up
Apples
Market
s, Sports, Etc. The following papers de26c peck.. pleasure of seeing him do. Those de- ,Louisville
a 110.1 0.1 fall
trip to Cincinnati.
Chickens
3.5c to 75e. serving of special mention are J. G. Mt. Carmel
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
0.2 0.4 rise
The Juba S. Summers, a Cairo towTurkeys
lac M. Stutzman as Lewis Holcomb, and Nashville
The Courier-Journal
Louisville Times
3.6 1.7 fall boat,
will arrive tomorrow front that
Riabb i ts
The Commercial-Appeal
each William N. Smith as Silas Fields. Mr. Pittsburg
St. Louis Republic
6.2 '‘).2 fall port with
The
Reeord-If
erald
two
Charles
Colville
as
Chicago Examiner
barges of iron for
Eggs
2'Jc doz.
Michael Kerrigan
St. Louis
0.1
13.8
The
fall
Globe-De
mocrat
Chicago Tribune
Nashville. Capt. Bill Shaw will be at
Butter
s 25c lb was funny as usual. The balance of
The Post-Inspateh
Mt. Vernon
Nashville American
26.0 0.5 flee the wheel.
Under the Personal Direction of Al 6. Field Ham
the
company
acquitted themselves
17c lb.
The News-Scimitar
Cincinnati Enquirer
Paducah
0.4
11.8
rise
Not until this morning did the
Sausage
The Star-Chronicle
11,1c lb. creditably. The specialties were all
Chicago Daily News
Mary Michael get away for the MisLard
12c lb. good as usual. The company goes to
The best of the
Not in many months was the rtver sissippi river after logs.
Mayfield tonight and returns Friday
known
to be as busy' as it was yesterThe Kentucky will arrive tonight
for
the
balance
of
Good Ones.
the
week, presentWorld's Costliest Drees.
Register Office, 523 Broadway
day afternoon as far OA local ship- or in the morning from the
leg "The Smart Set" Friday.
Tennessee
It may seem a trifle Incongruous
ments are concerned.
'Until 11 river,
A big minstrel festival of music that in a land where the IllaS80.1 are
o'clock last night wagons were pourThe Joe Fowler brought in a good
Th.
11;rtort
cearteeaa
.
and song. Everything up to date. at the starvation point all the time.
ing onto the wharfboat in a contin- trip from Evansville today and
carand often on the fatal side of that
Clean, wholesome fun; refined and
uous stream and the congestion at ried away another good trip
for uapoint, the wearers of tae richest raitimes required- a, full exercise of tbe river points.
educating
ment should be found, but such
abOrity to direct to keep things movEight o'clock this morning on the
seems to be the case.
ing at the proper rate. The spring dot found the Dick Fowler
headed for
One orthe princesses of the Burwholesale business Is in full blast and Cairo and barring unusual
businesse,
tnese court, a young woman not yet
the southward bound packets are car- the same hone tonight
will find the
20, is said to be the possessor of the
rying away as much freight from Pa- Dick Fowler at the
wharf again.
oostlbest drew In the world. It Is a
ducah as they bring in. The river
Big noonday street parade and court costume and worn only on rare
rose only .4 In the lest 24 hours,
Pilots' Society ItooreastIzed.
°evasions. It is studded with Jewels
band concert.
bringing the stage up to 31.8. March
A St. touts dispatch stas: "The
reputed to be worth in the aggregate
7 last year the stage was 23.3.
No Advance in Prices not less than $1,441,0,0010.-Kansas
vote on the proposed dissolution of
The Russell Lord leg theee barges
the Pilots' Society. and the dropping
City Journal.
Prices: 25c, 35c, 30c. 73c, $1.00.
of ties in the Mississippi river yesterof one of its constituent organizeSeats on gale Saturday 9 a. m.
day by striking a reef. The Russell
titins was counted yesterday at the
-l'ou probably overlooked a good
tord is in, the Reelfoot fake section
rooms In the Panama building, with
Mamma-- "flush, Willie. It's "want ad. opportunity" yesterditY---of the Mississippi river. As yet the
the result that the Mtesiesippi and
but
you
ought
"look
alive"
today.
to
wrong to say an one is going straight
cause of the accident is not known,
Ohio River Pilots' Society will be
to the devil." Willie- "That's
hut as the barges were heavily loaded
Q.
maintained and Harbor No. 38, of
You have to be crooked to go there,
227 Broadway
Daily beefed is not sweet without
the loss may be great.. Most of the
Mantes, Mates and Pilots will
don't you!-Philadelphia Poets.
be
ties probably will be saved.
daily (lilt".
dropped. The vote was 3e to 9. P.
Preferring liberty at any cost,
She-Whet! Marry son? Why, you
S. Brown. secretary, will notify the
cow jumped off the end of the wharfcouldn't keep an ohl (et alive.
grand harbor at Washington. The 41111•111111111111..
He - But, tiene you kuow I said t boat yesterday afternoon Into the
should Matte on your neither not living river while a number were being association retained is the original sowith us.-New York Worti.
loaded on the City of Memphis. A ciety, of which the pilots are memskiff was procured and Some rousta- bers. They later became affiliated
.1
Doom of the Agee.
bouts rowed out to the eow, tied a with, the harbor, hut it was found
But the doom of the ages sits upon rove to her horns and towed her burdensome 40 maintain both organiCadiz as upon Malaga andi - Valencia Into the shore. The env, couldn't kick zations, and the question of withand Barcelona itself.
Granada
Is or hold bark and they had no trouble drawing from one or the other was
Put to a vote.
quite dead. Toledo has been called bringing her in.
the Pompeii of Spain. There is no
While the Memphis arrived late on
stub force as public opinion anywhere th:s trip from the Tennessee
()facial Voreeasts.
ever, the
The Ohio from levansvNle to Cairo
in the kingdom, and public opinion principal reason for getting away
12
to the health of the
governmen4 hours late was the big trip taken on will continue raying slowly during the
what the winds of heaven are to the here for southern points.
next 24 to 36 hours.
The Memhealth of man.---Henry Watterson's phis did not get sway until 6
The Tenneseee from Florence to
o'clock
Letter from Cattle
this morning for the Tennessee river. below Johneonvifle, will fall during
Captain Hunter say,' the Dunbar the nevi 24 to 36 hours.
The Agent- "If you 'have this ma- probably will he ready to leave
The Mississippi, from
below St
tochine, sir, you went take anybody's morrow
for Nashville after several Louis to above Ciro, willgelatintie ii
dust."
•
weeks spept here for repairs to the fall slowly during the next 24 to :lc
Magnate- "Then I don't want it. boilers.
hours.
I'm out for everybody's dust." -The Harvester Is having a much
The Wabash, at • Mt. Carin441, n,)
Cleveland Lender.
more protracted stay here than was material ohange during bbe next 21
antlelpted. The tow 6? 38 barges Is hours.
Algernon- "I
have we. still tied up at Turner's landing. The
solved to-aw.-world,.
. do something use- liarrester wpf get &WS/
"No, George, I cannot marry yeti."
*Airmail'''.
ful In the
doncherknow.- Miss
The ever alert coal companies have "Then I start. for Siberia tomorrow
."
DeStyle-. "Indeed!" Algernon - timed the
crest ot the nrevent rime "Always thoughtful! I haven't any
"Yaws. I am-aw --learning to tie and several
big tows ate heet,ed this postcards at all from Siberia."
me own ilea"- Chicago Daily News, way from Pitteburg. One of two big
•
tows of empties Is corning up from
The emalliir chef ehling Is tbat IS
The good we do is the beet antla P New Orleans,,
worrying a man thy' more "VMS Ste
4 Ises•seret04.)
to the III we Ma
I booking
a perfectly new wog,
vver IL,
1
AND BALANCE OF WEEK

Olauber's Stable.

GERTRUDE

E _

TELEPtiONF 499

. ,

r

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

TIIE SMART ST

10c=20c=30c

23

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

TO=NIGHT

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.

THE
GINGERBREAD

TODAY'S MARKETS

RIVER NEWS

82 COMPANY 82'

Monday Night, Mar. 11

4

Keep Posted!

Donnelly&Hatfield
MAGNIFICENT MINSTRELS

JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator

TO LET

A Big Company
A Great Show

Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American -German National Bank

DO YOU

Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either

F,ARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. Le's
eight summers old.

COOK WITH GAS

•

If not let us talk it over with
you. Telephone us and our
representative will call.

Old Phone 2481

New Phone 281

Ube

_Paducah Light

4 Power Co.

-

.•••••

•
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SITN.

PAGle 1/IMPS,.

"Tears of Widows Cleanse Money
Th6ugh II Be Ever So Taiinted
I.,-4

New York, March 7.—General Wit- ways Awed quite in the right diteas
11am •Bootb, commander of the Sal"Would you accept money from
vation Army, arrived here today tin
-Mr. Rockefeller?" General Batten With
the Muer isfeetteaeolee - - theawas met
asked, "or do you look upon his
at the pier by la delegation, from the
money as tainted?"
organizatlen and driven directly to
"Why, of course I. would take it if
the headquartera in Fourteenth street it 'came my way," he replied. "It
There has been some mystery about Will be just as good as anybody else's
he mission of
Hoot* to- money so ater as r can PC-4?. Sortie
America 'en -hie way to Japan, but the years ago I met th-he Marquis
of
my:eery was explaincd when he aia- Queensberry, who ntade the
prize
flounced that ne was anxious to set ring rules, and he gave me
Andiew Carnegie and John D. Rocke- Then we had prayer together.
He
feller. He will not have his wish in itkla just lost -his wife, as I had mine,
the latter cage, for the reason that and we had a common bond of symMr. Roakefeller hes left his Lake- pathy. Some people SAW this
and
wood home for Augusta. Ga., on ac- came .to me and said:
'Are you
count of the illnces of his daughter, acing to take that dirty money or
Mrs. MeCorm ick,
that Margals of Queensberry?' 'Cer"My megaton ln ?Nee York is to tainly I.ante I said, andthey deraise from $1,0080,00,0 to 15,It4aten0101- nounced me right Away.
said Generat-Etooth. "I am seeking
To Cleanse It With ,Tears.
to get this :arge fund for the purpose
"1 would
bake -anything and I
of establishing alma will in- the end would wash it In the tears of the
be called• 'the University of Human- Wdews and orphans, I would lay it
ity.' I would take tainted money, as on the altar of
benevolent effort for
you call it from John D. Rockefeller the good of the cause,
or anybody 44"
'I never have seen Mr. Carnegie.
To Save Men From Crime.
I never have appeoaehed him in any
This proposed humanitarian insti- way. I Sivou 171 have thought that aid
tution Is to have headquarters here work of 'the Salvation Army
would
and in London. It will be for the have commended. itself to
Mr. Carpermanent uplifting of humanity. let negie, But Mr. Carnegie says:
'I
mission will be the saving of men cannot spend my money on people
everywhere from vice, crime and all who are down. I will help those eta
the other evils attendant upon 1Xiv- went to get up.'
erty.
"I hold that the time to help a
"I would like to se. Mr. Carnegie." man is when he is going down. You
said the general.' "I think his phil- would be surprised at the beautiful
anthropy, generous as it ts, la not al- ref,ple who are down."

,
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Spring
1907

Spring
1907
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An InVitation is Extended
to EVery Man and Young
Man in GoWn
To inspect our early arrival of clothes for the spring.
All of the season's new fashions, fads and shades are
being shown by the House of Weille. Call at your
earliest convenience. We'll show you the most comprehensive assortment of high class clothing ever!
shown here. Fashion's foremost features are perfectly
reflected in the cut and finish of every garment and if
you are interested as to "what's what" in men's wear,
you'll certainly derive great pleasure from your examination of our new offerings of Men's and Young Mea's
Garments at $7.50 to $45.00.
Special attention is directed to Our large and
superb collection of -

Makes the finest,lightest,bestflavored biscuit,
hot- breads cake and
pastry. Renders the
food more digestible
and wholesome.
ABSOLUTELY PURL
ROYAL

am(ING POW0Ei 00,NEW YORK.

FIFTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

NEWS OF KENTUCKY

Capt. John Smith.
Huguenot, and Wil`4 rescued by a piCapt. john Smith of Willoughby, rate, from whom his Inexhaustib
le
In Llneoinshiy., was the manta whom rescourcefulnes.: enabled him to esName May Be Leettirti Sous,
DIM; atter _a _time.. -14e theft.enterert
Washington, March 7.—Important the attecees-ef the Li`ngtreft perifilhent
Mayfield, Ky., March 7.—It is now
the Austrian service and soon signalacts
settlement
, in North America was dipassed by the Fifty-Ninth C00.•
believed that the identity of the man
ized himself by a series of brilliant
rectly due. Though .only Ine when expioits.
who was burned in the Parker board- gress:
One of these—the defeat
The raeway rate law.
the expedition sailed with him on of three Turkish
ing house, may be learned in the
championships in
Leek canal at Panama; supplies to beard, he had already
next few days.
enjoyed such single fight—earned him his wellbe
domestic.
a succession of thrilling 'experiences known coat-of-arms,
Relatives and other parties will be
"three Turks'
Oklahoma (including Indian Ter- as was the lot of few
here in the next three days. with the
men even in heads in a shield " from
Sigismond,
ritory)
admitted
to the union.
the adventurous age of Elizabeth. Bathoti Prince
hope of learning if the dead man is
of Trasylvania. !Ater
Pure food law.
At the age of 16 he had entered on he was taken prisoner
one of their missing relatives. The
by the Turks.
Meat inspection.
a military,, career in France 'and the i who owned his escape
investigation has been going on for
to
the interest
Alcohol, for use In arts, freed of low countries. In 1603 he
several days and all Information so
sought! wit,i which he inspired a Turkish
tax.
service against the Turks who were' lady. "Whatever
far obtained poiets almost conclusivemight happen," as
Consular. service reorganized on then at the height of their power,
ly to the person whom it is leought
and Gardiner says, -he was a:ways able
merit
basis.
had only lately ceased to threa!en to turn it to account. In
was missing. It is g.aid the man came
the worst
Quarantine against yellow fever Vienna itself. On the way
from Padurah 'on the Sunday afterto the dangers he knew what was the right
nationalize
d.
gest he was thrown overboard as
noon prevfoite to- the fire and has
.a thing to be done."--London Out:ook.
National bank liabilities limited to
never been seen or heard from since.
Chief McNutt says he will have 30 per cent, of capital.
Alaska: Delegate lillowed; aliens
something to givefeut in the next few
days that will probably clear up the prohibited fishing.
Taxation of pure domestic sweet
myetery regarding the name of the
Aiother Big Factory Shipment of Guitars That Go at Unheard of Low Prices.
wines reduced.
man anysay.
Affairs of the five civilized Indian
No, 1—Best Guitar shown for the price, only
____$ 1. 1 5
tribes finally settled.
No. 2—Guitar, well made, good tone, extra value._
Claims to Be ('hrist.
$1.90
Niagara Falls and historic antique
Glasgow, Ky., March 7.--A man,
No 3:—Guitar, two piece back, better than No.
ties preserved.
2.......$2.35
some 30 years of age, who says he is
No. 4:—Guitar, celluloid edge, two piece back, fine
Graves
tone, fine
Confederate soldiers
the Christ, and that he hails fromfinish, regular 1:1 50 guitar for
marked.
$2.65
New York city, was arrested at GlasNo. 9—Sofia oak guitar, la&e3' size, very fine tone, guaranSanto Domingo, Morocco. Mexican
gow Junction yesterday and brought
boundary- and American pecuniary
teed in every way, worth 15, for.,,,
to this place for trial. He says his
___:-.
$3.95
claims arbitration treaties approved.
Other numbers from
rem° is Lavern Emery Lounesberry,
$4.45
to $15
Immigration law revised.
end that he is on his way to New
Money back if our guitars don't suit you.
Expatriation law, defining citizen'Mexico. Shortly after alighting from
ship and status of Americans married
the train be went to the home of
to foreigners.
Mrs. Joe Wilson. Mrs. Wilson saw the
Genera: service pension law, emAt Harbour's Department Store.
stratige man approaching, and when
bracing all soldiers! 62 years of age.
he came to the door he began- to
National banks and corporations
blow a trumpet, which
cotIld be
prohibited from contributing to poheard quite a distance. This frightenlitical campaign funds.
ed Mrs. Wilson. and she went to the
COMIELOVifn
Salary Increases: Fifty per cent, to
te'ephone and called for the marshal.
!.
409- 413 BROAIMAY.
vice president, Speaker, congressmen
When arrested he was armed with a
and cubinet members: all salaries of
rtfle, a revolver, butcher knife and a ministers
abroad formerly* $7,500
sword and earr!ed In his hand
a raised
to $10,000: postal clerks and
long rod and a trumpet. He was
carriers Ingreased.
brought to this place and tried on a
Railway employes' working hours
lunacy writ and
Ready Made or Made to Order, Either Way.
pleaded his own
limited.
ease. Re said he was a graduate of
Army: Artillery reorganized and
,Harvard college, that
he was the
enlarged: field batteries
combined
-----Christ, also that he was en route to
In six regiments, and coast batteries
Strange Minnesota Lakes.
ahains will be within half a tulle of are clear and cold at al; seasons, and New Mexico with a message Itr
We are ready for EAster. Are you?
constituted a corps; nearly $100,"There
are
4140P"
those people.
each Nitill$01411111eilielliMe the widest the fish are unusually game.,
000,000 appropriated for waterways
chains of lakes In NOrthern "Mitteresto- possible differenee -efrelt hem.
The most elegant line of beautiful
"The other two chains teem with
improvement.
ta, among the headwaters of the Mis"The Man Trap chain is almost game fish, but in no instance lees a
SPEAT 4:10,04)0 OVER, $3.04).
Navy: Two 20.000 ton battleships,
designs both in cut and pattern
xissippl,•' said D. B. Stark of St. fifty feet higher than either of the muskallonge ever been cauget In
After having been dragged through Iwo destroyers,
411,000,000 for ebbPaul. "These are known respective- two other chains, and
the eleven either. Pickerel are so plentiful that the cottrts for sixty years, the law-,
marines.
ever shown anywhere, and
ly as the Man Trap. Crow's King and lakes which compreqe it have no inlet thek drive the base away
from all times of Andrew Camp against WilDille introdtteed: House, 25,910:
Fish Hook chats, and
there are or outlet to any other waters. Still bait and It is almost impossible to liam Zimm amen was finally decided
the prices from $230 to $5.00
senate, 14,655.
about forty lakea in the three chains. the lake is teeming with niuskallonge elect base, although there
are some In court here klay. The litigants
In some places they come so close and there are no other varieties of fine ones in both chains.
under Broadway houses.
There has were :eadiing farmers in the upper
/imitator Halley.
laze' hi-- that Ickes of all three fish ti are of the lake?. The waters never been a satisfactory explada- end of Lehigh county and
the dispute
Salt! Senator Halley in h:s recent
tion of the presence of muskallonge was over a strip of land worth about remarkabl outburst
e
before the Texas
only in one chain, and every other 15, It is 1.800 feet long .,and in legislature:
game fish common to the -region In width from 4'to 23 feet.
"I have letters from other etates
other lakes without the muskies."—I The suit was over the ownership
saying that if Texas was tired of me
We are prepared to give them an
Milwaukee Sentinel.
of the Sand and the *tie-item began I could come among them and, they
when Zimmermann cut down a chest- would send mt. to the senate."
Easter. outfit fit for a king and at
Thought It Was a Male.
nut tree on the property. The men
It is toe had that Mr. Hadley did
Lloyd Grieoom, Use new =Aram- and their families although neigh- not Teethe these states. Probably he
prices the lightest purse won:t
dor to Italy, tell, of a beeebtan game bors have not spoken to each other left theni nameless
so as not to offend
he new In Brazil. An Enellahman for over half a century. The case the suereptibilities of Democratic
.grumhle at.
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
eolwas ceteher for les nine anal did fa4r- bag been in the supreme court at least. leagues :rt the
senate now bolding on
Secont — +he button holes or stud boles match.
y teed until a new pitcher was pet three timea, nad no less than$311,- ad Interim. Texas
ought to feel the t
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
in, the twirler sent in ,a hot one. Thp 000 has been spent in lawyer's fees lmplisd rebuke and
strain herself to
Englishman failed to hold the ball, and other costs in the litigation.
and without injury.
4:9 Proper honor to a statesman PO
which hit him on the note -and knoekSince the last suit was brought widely honored in sister commonFourth—It irons either stiffoor plaited bosoms like new, and
Have just reeeived another lot of those fine fancy Sample
ed him senseless. When he recovered Zinimerman has died, as also have wealths.---New York
Telhune.
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
he asked feebly:
Vesta in a great variety of colors sod patterns, which we
hislawyer John Rupp and the princiNo other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
"What wes it?"
pal. witness, Peter Ennkle. The widPoet-- "What do you think of this
will sell at HALF PRICE, and even less than half price.
The umpire suisivered:
sending us your laundry.
ow foeght the rasa toe, flnish'but to- little poem of mine. She Would Not
Prices range from 11 to $2.50. Worth from /2 00 to $5.
"It was a foul."
day she lost, the jury deciding that Smile?"' Editor— "I atink if you
"0 fowl!" groaned the poor catch- the. property belongs to Camp. When had
read tbe.poem to her she igould
er, mistaking the, word. "I thought the suits Involving, the lineation of. have
sMiled."-- Thineatlantie Tales
It *al a Mule."
darnagea we're tried the verdict nere'r from he RI%
•
exceeded $'11
N. T. World.
Thompkina struts around awfully
Most detectives knit their brow113 8rnath Ftos,rmid street.
lately." "Great Scott. why shouldn't 'Never Judge a maa by the corn- whi.ts trying
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
to unravel a mystery.
Paducah's
Cheap
Cash Store. Agents for the Sir Knight Ul Wizard Sloes,
he? He owns a henSiery and doesn't pony •be keeps; lt sin be big wife's
'
dug hoe tirt;s day—and tilt
bays
to
end,"
hey.
..111:1111.
411W11111111.1111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111
,folk,:
.
wateb flog Ii/so hill eight.
I
• -'
of

the Important
Enacted.

Mills It

Smart Sack Suits at $15

in single and doublebireisted*-ciii; of advanced fashion,
artistically tailored at every point and made of rich
worsteds, cassimeres and cheviots, in handsome and
exclusive weaves.

WHAT DojI YOU TtlINK OF THIS?

• Broten's in Toten

54

•

or

First showing of exclusive patterns in the new shades
of brown---velour plaids, worsteds in herringbone,
checks, twills and diagonals.
Come, be our guest. It will be a pleasure to
show you the new apparel.

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man

aFNT6L
AVAINS

Don't Forget We Save You Money on Your

EASTER SUIT

i

_

FOR EITHER MAN OR BOY

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?

•

FANCY SAMPLE VESTS

I

STAR LAUNDRY

I

C—I-{E
MODEL

• PAIN 11011111

THE PXDUCAll . EVENING SUN

If

the Vabucab %un.

TrIrTISD..UT, MARCH 7.

The Deadly Parallel.

was too "sick to go to the court house
.
Reversal of form sometimes upsets
a newspaper and a newspaper
Jedee Berry will retara t might
man, just as it does any other thing or
being workel to the limit of enfrom Benton, where he has been act•
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. durance. Reversal of polic
y even sometimes is necessary, thou
ing for Judge Reed.
nigeoftroRATNID
seld
gh
om,
and a'ways to. be deplored. But rever
F. M. FISHER, Presidio&
sal of facts never occurs, and when
Judge Bagby and several Paducah
a
II. PAXTON, General Manager.
newspaper makes contradictory state
ments, which Register
lawyers went to Smithland this momothin
g
but
the whims of an individual, only draw
SUBSCRIPTION RATIO*
ing the "deadly parallel" will sufing on the packet to hear seine eanitCircuit Court.
IRAtered at the postoffice at Piassalk. fice
to do justice to the case.
Ky.. is second class mattor..
1.•• •
Ide 'Lewis sues through ter attor- eu potty cases.
All this introduction is "concerning of
TRIO DAILY SUN
and pertaining to" the dec- ney, Hat Coreett, for alsaolute divorce
The suit fried by Hendrick, Miller
By earrier, per week
.1') laration of a member of the school board
, who was also a member of the from her eusband, Walter Lewis. and & Marble against the
By mail, per month., in Orman .26 hoard
Illinois Cent:al
when Superintendent Lieb was elected
the night of March 6, 1906, asks for the custody of their daugh- railroad for MeArthur Bros. cenen
By roan, per year, in advance.. 2.10
tny
that the secretary, or the president or
Superintendent Lieb, or somebody ter. She alleges abandonment.
THE WEEKLY SUN
They will be tried in the April term of cirPer year, by mall. po esee paid-1LN must have tampered with the contract, maki
ng
it read for twelve months, were married in 18,9 and separated cuit court.
Address THE SUN, Paducah. KY.
An imposing arroy or
beginning September 1, instead of Augu
—
—
st 1, as he end the other mem- in 1905.
-legal talent is expected to be prasee
Odle^ 115 South Third
Mom* III bers of the board believed. He insisted
that the error was made when
to represent the railroad aaJ HeneaYne a Ieuttit. Chummy as& Bow the
contract was signed after the night
ork representatives.
on which the board elected SuPollee,Coure
drick, Maier & Marble will be aseet
perin
tende
nt
Lieb.
i'll E SUN can be found at tie
Exactly one minute was required ed by counsel for the plaint
places:
iff
from
The
same
memb
er
vows
will
be
make Superintendent Usti with
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Mm: I. Young was greatly surpris- bride's father, M. Rascoe at Roaring
-Sparks from an engine set the
thanks to our friends for their many
street, died last night of pneumonia. ed yesterday afternoon by a number Spring, in Trigg county. The wedding
Ozark bridge on tire and destroyed it
acts
of kindness and favors rendered
was
a
quiet affair, being witnessed
The funeral services will be held to- of friends at her 'home on Jefferson
on the Carbondale divielen of the MIus during the, illness and death
only
by
the
of
invited
morrow and the burial
guests.
street
The cereat 2:30 o'clock. Euchre was
will be in
nois Central yesterday, throwing the
our baby.
Mt. Zion cemetery in the county.
the feature of pleasure. Mrs. R. En- mony was impressively
pronou
nced
schedules temporarily into confusion
MR. AND MRS. WASH FEEZOR,
deress captured the first prize and by Rev. G. F. Goodson, brother of the
-Wedding invitations, announce136 Clements Street.
groom.
After
the ceremony Dr. and
Mrs. William Hummel the second, a
ELECTIONS IN CUBA.
ments and every character of endelightful three-course luncheon was Mrs. Gciodson started for this city,
graved werk is given careful, per_
Weakaeso.
where they will take the 5:18 train
Smaller Offices In Cities and Prov- served after the game. The color
genet attention at The Sun.
Mrs. Pat-"They do be sayin' that
scheme was attractively carried out for an extended southern bridal
-Sextet, the sign
inces to Be Filled.
at the weddiai' the wine flowed like
writer, all
with the spring jonquils. Those pres- tour."
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
FOR RENT
Newly furnished
Miss Rascoe is a cousin of Miss Ma- wather."
ent were: Mrs. E. W. Bockmon, Mrs.
fine painting of every character, inPat--"Glory be! Who th' divil
room. Modern conveniences, 520
Washington, March 7.- Municibel
McNich
ols,
of 1112 Monroe
J. Friant, Mrs. J. W. Sherrill, Mrs.
side work and carriage painting and pal and provincial electio
North Sixth Street.
street and has visited her on eeveral had wathered it "----learper's Weekly.
ns probably R. Encitess, Mrs.
F. Efinger,Miss Paurepairing. Phone 401
will be held in Cuba within a fee
SEND your clothes to the Faultoccasio
ns.
She
is
an attractive young
line Roth, Mrs. William Hummel,
-Fine carnations at 50e per dozen morkths for the purpose of testing
Since 1s40 1,300,000 acres of
}ass Pressing club, 3024 Broadway.
lady and made many friends here.
the Mrs. Georgie Beyer, Mrs.
G. Jacobs,
Irish land have gone out of cultiva
at Brunsons, 52.9 Broadway.
new election law and discovering the
High & Browder, proprietors. Bets
Mrs. Will Katter,john
Mrs. John
tion.
-Globe Wernicite flung oases and exact temper of the republ
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
phones 1507.
ic before Rock, Mrs. Willia
Mrs.
H.
T.
Brown
,
m Merkle, Mrs. I.
who was operatall supplies for them, also the best trying a national election. This
MITCH
ELL.S
for
'has Young.
high-g
POSITION WANTED- By young
rade
bicyed on yesterday for appendicitis, at
Culture is whiat
line of carbons. A full line of blank not been decided upon positi
Volonsen boasts cles, 326-328 South Third street.
vely4ut
man
age 23. Have 'had experience in
the
Rivers
ide
hospita
l, is resting treeut having when
•
books and all kinds of office supplie
tithe recognize.]
s. is being considered In adminietration
comfortably today and all conditions
FOR KENT-House on Tenth all kinds of clerical work. Can furMissio
nary
Tea
Friday
that
Afternoon.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old circles, and a decision doubtl
she isn't beautiful.
ess will
nish best of reference. Address M,
are most favorable for her.
street near Jones, J. R. McClain,
The Missionary Tea of the Womphone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
be announced shortly after Secretacare Sun.
Mrs.
James
NICE
W.
ROOM
Magner
and
FOR
,
board,
an's Auxiliary of Grace Episcopal
of 1249
SALE-Household goods, 110
726 Jef--Ail bids for furnishing gravel for ry Taft's trip to Cuba.
Trimble street, accompanied by her North Seventh street.
FOR SALE-Two-rooru house near
ferson. Old phone 1205.
use in repairing streets were rejected
The contest for municipal and pro- church for March will be held tomorPhone 287.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring Salem avenue, on lot 40x120 to alley;
row afternoon at 3 o'clock at the par- grandson, has gone to Oellierstelle to
by the hoard of public works yester- vincial offices is causing much of
Horse
and
buggy
for
sale. Apply
the
out-houses, etc. H. C. Hollins, True437 F. Levin.
day afternoon. us the price./ varied. friction in Cuba, and the
ish house. Mrs. M. B. Nash is the visit.
333 Broadway.
•
satiefactOrY
heart Bldg. Telephone 121.
Dr.
little from that paid by the load when disposition of these places throug
Henry
•
H. Daley as called to
HOUSEHOLD goods for sale. Aph an hosted% of the afternoon. The proBABY- BUGGY for elite: 'in nod
Boaz yesterday on professional burlneeded.
WILLIAMS' furniture exchange
honest election would relieve much ram Is:
ply
k
3G
Harris
on.
condition. Apply 528 South Fourth.
have moved from 538 South Third
-You know your calling cards of the pressure, in the opinion of the Paper on "Carey, the Pioneer"-Mrs. MOS.
FOR SALE-Nice harness horse. to 201",
WANTED-Lace curtains to wash
South Third and would be
are correct when they come from The American employes entrusted
Joseph
Gardne
Misses
r.
-Edna
G-ockel, Lizzie and
with
•
or rough dried washing. No. 720 Apply 11720 Madison.
pleased to have their friends and cusSun. Script cards and plate $1.50
Paper on "Pundita Mission"- Mrs. Mary Kirchhoff have gone
a Cuban affairs, and make it possible
to SrnitihFOR SALE-Barred
Washington street. Emma Bainbridge
Plymouth tomers call at their new place.
hundred, the Old Enielleh $3.
Hal Corbett.
to approach a national election with
Isnd.
rock eggs, $1 per 15. Phone 14441.
Report on "Progress of the King-We desire to announce to the greater security.
FOR RENT-One alee front room,
FOR SAuses--Brick store-house,
Colonel WIY.Iam ,Katterjohn reCLO'l RIOS cleaned and repaired. two
pubffc that the temporary abandorai
dom"-Mrs. R. A. Rieke._
stories, good condition, desirably
turned to his quarries this morning. furnished; 722 Kentucky ave. Old
Jas. Duffy, Phone 968-a.
mect, by the Traction company, of
Hymn.
LARGE AUDIENCES.
located, $3,750, on long time. H. C.
Colonel Bud Dale and wife spent phone 2207.
their owl car service will not effect
OVEF.STREET, the painter. New Hollins, Trueheart Bldg.
Telephone
yesterday with Mr, and Mrs. Green
FOR SALE-Four room house, lot phone 1025,
our prices to and from depot. We Beekman's Glass. Blowers Are
old phone 976.
127.
Kaloeophie Club.
AtBennett at Maxon Mills.
40x16
5
feet,
on
South
Fourth near - $20.00 folding
will continue to serve all who may
tracting Great Crowds.
baby buggy for sale
FOR SALE-Small truck farm of
The Kalosophic club will meet toWilliam Rieke returned, last Tennessee street. Liberal terms. S.
favor us With their patronage, at the
cheap. 1/1314 Jefferson street.
about two acres. Fair improvements.
morrow morning at 10 o'clock with night from
A.
Hill,
teleph
New
one
York,
where he
964.
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
Beckman's Glass Blowers had large
FOR SALE--Ladies western side- Four miles from
Mies Kathleen Whitefield at Kentuc- bought goods for his
Brookport, IlL
,firm, L. B.
FOR SALE--South Side, 11 blocks
Co.
• II
crowds yesterday afternoon and evenGood location for a doctor. Address
saddle, in good orde.
ky avenue and Seventh street. The Ogilvie & Company.
r,
cheap.
Apply
from Broadway,. good neighborhood,
•
-Belvedere peer is a home pro- ing. Everyone is delighted with
this program will consist of "Current Topat Kettler house 321 S. Third street. W. G. Barrett, Box 104, R. F. D. No.
duct. Remember that.
Mr. Harry Watson, of Mt. Vernon, five rooms, pantry, two porches, outartistic and educational exhibition.
ics" discussed by Mrs. David FlourFOR RENT-Third floor over 3, Metropolis. Ill.
houses
, lot 50x132 with alley, $1,-Central Labor union will meet The ladles admire the beautif
Ind.., has returned home, after visitul glass noy. "Sardou, Life, Dramatic Art
FOR SALE-Excellent warehouse
Frank
Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
and ing his Paducah manager,
Cal: Hollins, telephone 12,7,
tonight in regular session but no un- dresses while the men find
Mr. Victor
a study in Plays" by Miss Frances
property on N. C. tracks 165 feet and
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
Wallac
e.
Truehe
art
usual business is in sight Dow.
Thomas.
building.
the workings of the glass steam en- "The
Power and Force of Rostand's
WANTED-$3,000 on real estate fronting 100 feet on street, including
Mr. Gus Thompson returned yes-If you haven't time to go home gine.
FOR SALE-aortn side, ten blocks
Dramatic Work- L'Aiglon"- Miss
In
Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0. 11 room house with outbuildings an(
terday
from St. Louis.
for dinner try ihith itehea d' 25c dinfrom Broadway, five-room
Every visitor received a. specimen Kathleen
house,
one frame businees house, $2,650. H.
Whitefield.
MT. Joe lbethsehild returned from stable, buggy house, etc., shade trees, Box, 673, City.
ner, 215 Broadway.
of their work free, many of whioh
C. Holthis, Real Estate and Rentals.
St.
FOR RENT--Ten-room frame resLouis yesterday.
brick walks around house, $1,500.
--City subscribers. to the Daily were handsome.
Teleph
one 12'7.
Concer
Jamaic
For
t
an Missions.
Mrs. Lloyd Baker is vis:ting here H. C. Hollins. Real Estate and Rent- idence, Jefferson street, $35
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Saturday will be their last day ane
per
The
C.
W.
B.
M.
FOR
of
Christhe
First
SALE-223 acre farm six
from
Mayfiel
month.
als, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
papers stopped must notify our col- no one should miss
d.
H. C. Hollins, telephone 127.
seeing this exhi- tian church
met yesterday afternoon
miles from Paducah on the Cairc
J. G. Neuffer, assistant superinlectors or make their requests di- bition, as it is certain
LOSTFOR SALE-- Fine sailing yacht,
Gilt chain purse. Reward
ly a meritorious with Mrs.
Frank L. Scott, of North tentleat of machinery for the Illinois
grave: road. Bargain if sold at once.
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention one. Th's doors
white cedar, copper fastenings, with if returned to Pearl Blum, 815 Jefare opals from 2 until Ninth street.
Terms to suit purchaaer. Plenty
It was decided to give Central ralltoad, is in the
will be pail to such orders when 5 and
ferson
.
city
cabin
of
today
furniture. Cost $760, Will sell
from 7 to 9:30. The admission
a concert one evening next week in on an inspection
fruit. Well improved. Address Gec
given to our earnests. Sun Pub. Co. la but
trip at the local for $125. You will have to
FOR
ten cents. They are located the
SALESix young white leg- J.
hurry If
lecture room of the First Chris- shops. He came from
Jones, R. F. D. No. 2, Paducat,
-Drink Belvedere the Padua'] opposi
Chicago this you want bargain. Can be seen
te the Reimer house,
in horn -and three Plymouth Rock roos- Ky.
Han church, for the benefit of the morning and
beer.
will remain here today. Island Creek. See Capt. Hendri
ters.
Saturday- afternoon three hundred Jamaic
Ring
653 in the morning.
cks,
an sufferers. The C. W. B. M.
-The banquet to be given by the glass
'Mrs. J. N. Cooley and children and
FOR SALE--Feour-room cottage
whips will be given to the chli- has missio
ONE nice front room furnished for on
nary representation in Ja- Mre. Kate Eley,
citizens of Paducah to the officers
lot 50x1O5 to 16 foot alley, inof Mayfield, spent
dren.
rent, Bath and all modern convenimaica with 21 churches, many of yester
cluding stable.
and directors of the Palmer Hotel
day afternoon In the city.
Situated Harrlsot
ences. Affply- 918 Broadway._
company will he held at 8 o'clock
street, $1,200. H. C. Hollins, Rea.
Charles ,Key, Leon Evans, Tom McI FOR RENT- Two nice front Estate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg
Monday evening, March 11.
Nutt and Will Foster. of Mayfield.
rooms furnished or unfurnished, 605 Telephone 127.
-Place your orders for wedding
were in Paducah yesterday.
I
•
South Third street. Telephone 2086.
Invitations at home. The Sun shows
Mrs. Bettie Cargill, of MaYlleld, is
WANTED-We have a buyer for a
as great an assortment as you find
visiting in the city.
FOR SALE,
- Incubator, capacity farm of about 50 acres within five or
anywhere at prices much lower than
100 eggs. Georg. Skelton, 817 South six miles of Paducah.
Oscar Hank came in from Mayfield
all telephone
you pay elsewhere.
127 or come to our (Aloe. H. C. HolFifth. Old phone 2281.
yesterday attend the tobacco tales.
-The Ladies' Mite eociety a the
Ls A. Albritton, of this city, was In
FOR SALE-Fine Waghburn man lins, Trueheart Bldg.
First Baptist church will meet Fricley
Mayfield yesterday.
Iloilo, or will exohange for bicycle.
FOR BALE----North Side reeldeneu
afteencrn with Mrs. A. J. Wyatt, 319
of eight rooms, bath, sewerage.
Mrs. Artie Taylor is visiting her
1 Dr. M. Steinfield.
ExNorth Sixth *7,4:
mother, Mee Jessie Morris, in Viole.
FOR SA.1.6--Acre property lust cellent location nor boarding -house.
Mrs. Will Stewart be. returned
,beyond city limits, affording excellent Lot 50x173, $3.000. on convenient
An Automohle for WOO.
hems from a visit to her father, R
PaYmente
H. c, Hollins, Real EsInvestment at $300 per acre. H,
C.
•
We have a 10-horse power Ford auL. Milner, of Fulton.
Hollins, Real Estate, Telephone 121. tate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
tomobile that is complete in every reTelephone 127.
Mrs, N. E. Cochran, of Louisville.
WANTED-TO rent small dwellspect, with absolutely no repairs neeleft today for ,her home after visiting
ing or flat. Address L. W. Henneber- ISOR BA LE--Fou oom
house,
• emery that Is a bargain for someone
her eon, Mr. W. E. Cochratt, of North
ger at The House of Quality, 422 having pantry, 2 porches; lot 240x
for a5'G0 cash. Call or telephone in
211. Situated short distance
Ninth etreet.
Broad way.
from
for particulare.
Foreman
Bros..
WE GIVE YOU LOTS OF
end of Trimble street car line,
Mrs. Mollie Dagby, of 1722 Harri$1,250.
FOR SALE--Fixon addition, iota
North Fourth street.
Terms $200 emit, balance monthl
son street, loft today for Benton to
y.
from $1,50 to $225.S.e. 56x193.
H. H, C. Hollins, Real
visit.
Estate and RentC. Hoillue, Real Eradiate and Rentals.
Madison Street Lots.
als. Trueheart Bldg.
MT. Arthur Knowles left at noon
Truebeart Bldg. Telephone
Between 13th and 14th streets,
127. •
chemise from. It isn't like a
or Keene& to spend a couple of
To
FOR SAUD-South Side, convenNorth Side. Shade trees; $40e each;
troot room. ient to I. C shops.
shoe which jiiet has to fit. A
days,
good neighborhood
$40 c.ash,
furnished or until-method. with
or three-room house with
hat must look right, too. We
Hiss Ethel Brooks left at noon for
pantry, large
Whittemore Real Estate Agehey,
without board. Apply 622 ,Jefferson,
have nigh on to forty new blocks
and eomfortable rooms, nicely
rndianapolle to visit Mfrs Florence
furniamternity Building. Both phones 826.
Old phone 2827.
In soft bats and stiff hate Hats
ished, substantially bitilt and in
Sehraesier. Miss Anita Wood, of
good
FOR
WE',Nit-j--Two
that ought to be $Si Q0 as long as
brick
store condition. Fine fruit- in back yard,
Wichita. Kan., will be the guest of
Two Acrem $1,000.
houses, Eleventh and Broadw
ri any
hat sells at $5 00. Notay, one 21.400. H. C. Hollins. Real
Miss fah r Resler, also, and they witli
Estate
On OUntoe road between-21st end
two-story
brick
business
withstanding. the. LUDLOW
bottles, and Rentals, Trttekaaet
accomparer 'Miss Brooks borne for a
Tito
22nd streets,. Big bargain.
Half
Phirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew- pnone ill,
always
1Ifer
la
'3.00.
visit,
•
earth.
ing
compa
Thus coy coquette sh• does not frieig
ny,
WANTED-For V. S. Army:
Mr. Vaughan Scott will arra
WIVittemore Real Rotate Agency,
tithe gets her message there, you bet!
tiAtaii
:::"Wille.ve a erartne bodied unmarried men tetvre Abletrain
you
the
So
may
south tomorrow to spend
do, if you would woo
Fraternity Building, Both phones 836.
en ages
list of desirable Tema estate
The public patronage to you.
end ean of 18 and 36: citizens of
few days with his parents, Mn. an
Unite*
furnis
Instead et wireless use the phone,
h
whet
ion want. If you do States, of good charac
claritatjE33011155
Mrs. Frank I.. Scott of North New
ter and tom,
Miel.coddle.- Any adult male citiSend in a WANT AD. all your teenirreertiffir
not find what you want In cnir
perate
adverhabits, who can speak,
street. Mr. Stott travel* tor the Tee,
Thee men who reap haw, often sown.
.
zen whom chest doesn't measure
read
Used offer*, call telephone 127.
Establlehed
We and write English. For inform
berg Steel eompanv with a sou ,
44 1-2 inches.
n
ation
have It. M. C
Hollins
,
Truehe
art apply to recruiting officer, New Rio&
territory.
Bldg., Real East. and Rentals.
inland Home. Paducah,
K.7.

.Wacks or

4
.

which suffered
earthquake.
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DEATHS OF A DAY
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FUR Sail
down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff
Fur 10 cents
Hart haint got

no rume tu tel u
here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self

0E0. O. HART & SONS CO
WANT ADS.

1-41-ri-r.r4e4

"Wireless Telegraphy."
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GOBBLES READING
IF RUMOR IS TRUE

I can tell a person who is const
Catarrh is usually *rilein
Wiiiter, because of the cold,
pated on sight. Their complexion isoeldenly changing chinatetr
damp and
Is
"'Cottle areedntracted, and
neglected and as the
aetretions from the different infl
Pasty or fewamed membranes are absorbed
the unpleasant symotoms
into the blood
low.
of the disease commence.
Thete
The nostrils are
storfed up and a constant dropping
/
Eye
s
of
Owe
of mucous back into the
eyes
nsb
Gla
-are dull,
oro
dde
ned
up a continual hawking and
throat keeps
Har
rim
an
spitting. The patient has
Decl
ines
to
Deny
aro',
they
look
dull headaches,
ringing noises in the ears, and
By Sight of Him
often slight fever and a depre
and feel sleepy
ssed, half:sick
feeling aeeotupanies the disea
Wal
l Street Gossip
se. The
No
catarrhal matter that stomach troub blood becomes so fuUy charged with
wonder
les are brought on. the
kidneys and
bladder are affected, and if the
they do. The
blood is not purified of the
poison the lungs How He Whipped British on the Kop•
become diseased because of the
bowels are a
constant passage of impure
blood
sewer.
them. Catarrh cannot be cured with
through
joss and Emptied Loving Cup
They Story Serves. to Send Up Stock of Riniwash
es,
spra
ys,
inhal
ations and such
carry away
treatment; these cannot reach the
road, Although No One is
at Paducah lintiquiet.
poison-laden blood where the
the poisonous
real cause is
located, and can only give
Authoriti:'
refuse.
temporary relief
If
and comfort. A disease whic
SAStUEL BOOREN
they don't act
h affects the
entire blood supply as does
the poisonous matter is abso
Catarrh, must
rbed by
be treated with a blood purif
PftteLIFIC IMMIGRANT FAMILIES the body, and headaches, bad
ier. S. S. S.
com- HIS
is the best remedy for Catar
plexion
BROKERS KNOW NOTHING
and
eventually
serious
rh, which has
troubles result.
grown to be a universal disea
se.
PURELY VEGETABLE the bottom ofthe trouble, rids It goes to
There is no better rule for
good
the blood of
health than that the bowe
the catarrhal matter, reinvigora
Owen
sbor
o,
Ky.,
ls shoula
Marc
h e.—A move
culation, and cures this disgusting
tes the cirevery day at the same hour
disease permanently. Wben S. S.
New York, March 7.—An unveriIf
purified the blood every part
S. has nephew of the beloved Oom Paul possible. Regularity
of the system receives a
supply of fresh, Kruger, the late and lamented preen by making a habit can be acquired fled report that heavy hclainge of
healthy blood; then the infla
of this. Foolish Read
med membranes heal and ever
ing and New Jersey Central
y symptom of dent of the Transvaal ,republic,
Catarrh passes away. Write for
was people neglect this and when chronic
our book containing informatio
constipation effects them they
Catarrh, and ask for any medical
n about in Owensboro this
stock had passed under Harriman
advice, you desire. No charge
morn
take
ing for a
is made for
either.
brief time. Dr. DeWall Is the name pills every few days to force the 'control, which pained wide circulaSWIFT SPEcinc CO., ATLANTA,
bowels to perform their natur
GA.
al func- tion today, resulted in a sharp upof the young Boer patriot, and he is tion.
As years go on they require
ward turn in Reading this afternoon.
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sojou
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facturer of firearms in Boston.
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Gossip About Women.
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e
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Mr. Harriman's operations it was
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cust
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ng was known there of
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ish War Veterans, baying held a
medicines do Reading
purchaies for Mr. Harriman,
of 12 members each, which he could the work. We sell them,
lieutenant's commission as head
of
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The Bishop and the Tramp.
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the spread at the Palmer hous
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The experiences of Bishop Talbo
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Know Nothing About It.
drank copious draughts from a. lovin
t,
ed such valuable service to the wound
g long the "Cowboy
Bishop," but now
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High grade, medium and cheap bicycles. We sell them—we repair

BICYCLES

them—we guarananteed them.
The very latest models with all the improvements are now on our floor. Call and see them. Buy
now pay latcr.

At
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226-228 South Third Street

HIGH PRICES PAID

DIG CANYON FEUD OVER CREEK. entirely new place, and in„other sec- ferred hopes and ?imitations
of intion* it is Carmichael's "land that come and opportunity supply ample
Flood Shifts Castalc Road and Ranch. catches the highway.
provocation for complaint, and no
men Clash— Gun Play,
One of these men contends that habit is more easily acquired than
Hopkinsville, Ky March 7.—At no
the board of supervisors must build that of murfnuring because of things
Hine since the war has the price of
allies and horses been so - high and
Los Angeles, Cal.—The gnomes of up riprapping so that the road will be we can not avoid. But many a life
the business of trading in this stock contention must have floated down thrown into its f6rmer position, now that might be marked by much of
so profitable and largely engaged in. from the mountain fa,stnesses with the bed of the creek. The board it- sweetness and delight is marred by
Yesterday was County Court day the storm waters this winter, judg- self desires to throw the road far- this spirit of discontent. The continhere, aqd the largest crowds in town ing by the troubles which have crop- ther up the banks and ritual)* the ual dwelling on the inventory of our
were in etendance. Mule and horse ped up on every hand. Almost daily stream so as to make it secure in fu- lacks is on:: of the most certain ways
buyers were here in large numbers Ithere come in reports of neighbor- ture storms.
of embittersag life.
mingling with the farmers and tty- hood difficulties, the result of the
There is the same old story, ocThe ills of life may be as easily suing to get them to set a price on their storms and freshet".
curing ,in so many California com- gar coated. No man's experience Is
stock: Almost any kind of an old , Now it is Castaic Canon which is munities, where each land owner has wholly
barren of causes for gratimule would bring from $100 to $1t5 attracting the official eyes of the tried to turn the water's current
tude and pleasure. To magnify these,
while mediumly good stock
would county supervisors. A trip is to be from his own land at the expense of to give one's self to the distilling of
run up as high as $200. Fine spec- made there on Thursday by Patterson his neighbor, and u pin the Castaic every
drop of their essence of joy is
imens, young, well-broken, clean- and Alexander, going as a sort of this has stirred up old enmities that the
wav to sweeten the distasteful
limbed
and
have been dragging along for years. draught that one must occasionally
sound-bodied
mules, "peace commission."
though would bring fancy prices, sure
"Bill" Jenkins and "Old
Supervisors Patterson and Alex- swallow. Some one has expressed the
Man"
enough, these running from $225 to Carmichael are the heads of the two ander hope to be able to reach a thought
in the little bit of rhyming
$300. This Is the highest price In the contending factions.
Matters have satisfactory agreement with the two philosophy:
memory of any of the present deal- reached such a pitch of strenuousity main land owners. If this is done
"The innorside of every cloud is
ers, and they all predict even higher that It is said gun play has come up, the lines recently run by the county
bright and shining,
figures than these. A local raiser of and oldetanding troubles have brok- surveyor will be closely followed. -In
I therefore turn my clouds about.
mules held a sale a few days ago and er forth in new scores that have been case an amicable decision cannot be
And always wear them Inside out
sold fifty head, most of which were chafed until a neighborhood riot is reached it is probable that condemna
To &how the lining."
young and unbroken, and on these he imminent.
tion proceedings will be begun; but
Try the recipe. You will find ft
realized an average price of $125.i 'Like many other California water- the land owners, if they are so in- well
worth while.
The supply seems to be far short of ways, the creek which
meanders clined, can cause long delay by liti—Exchange.
the demand.
down Castaic Canon has a habit of gation before the road feud is finally
While
much can be said of mulesj lifting its bed when the storm wat- settled.
Days are sacred' in proportion as
the same is equally true of horses.)ers rage. , This winter it has altered
they serve high ends.
The man who owns a horse nowa- its course in the most erratic fashSugar-Coating the Ills of Life.
days will not sell him unless paid ion, and in places runs directly along
The average man is an intimate
He only always is wise whoever is
a hendivome mice and any kind can what was formerly the county road.
acquaintance of disappointment. De- gaining wisdom.
•
be sold at figures which a year or so
Carmichael and Jenkins are extena-go would have been coneilered high sive land owners in the canon. Their
for the blooded stock.
lands lie in such position that their
boundaries adjoin in many places.
Now, while both want a county road
The DIplomat.
up to the canon, neither is anriouti
for it to pass over his own lands.
But the storm
waters switched
the creek's current so that in some
cases it lit.Joestrary to throw the
road up last* Jenkins land in an
FOR MULES AND HORSES.

One lot of Aprons,
plain or fancy, with
or without bibs,

an.
The Old Hen: "My goodness!
about a hammock!"

I'd lik• to know what people see to admire

The Man Behind the Word.
When you hear a fellow talking
From a highly moral plane,
And his conversation follows
An exhortatory strain,
You attend with admiration
Till you learn that he is—well.
Not doing as he teaches;
Then you discount all he preaches—
It's the man behind the word that
makes it tell.

25c

CASTRO AT HELM.
Venezuelan

President and
Make Up,

Gomez

Caracas, March 7.—The following
authoritative explanation
of the
meaning of the recent conference at
Macuto, near- La Guaira, between
President Castro and Vice-President
Gomez, was obtained.
The original cause of the estrangeWhen, a fellow gets to posing.
ment between the president and the
As a man who knows it aff
vice-president of Venezuela was trivHands you dope with cool omnis- ial, but President Castro's illness and
cience
the injured' pride of Vice-President
On whatever turn you call.
Gomez enabled designing ministers to
You may wonder at his knowledge
poison President Castro against GoTill you learn that he is—well,
mez until the estrangement became
Just another "told you so;"
complete. The president, who was
Then you smile and let him go— In ignorance of this situation,
wonIt's the man behind the word that dered why his former friend
did not
makes it tell.
v"wit him and he finally condluded
that the stories that Vice-President
When a fellow takes to bragging
Gomez was intriguing to seize the
Of the things that he will do,
presidency were well-founded.
And impresses there is nothing
When they were brought together
That he thinks too good for you.
at the end t>f ten minutes the differFor awhile. youmay feel flattered,
ences between the two old friends
Till you learn that he is well,
had been explained and both men
Just a dealer in not air;
were happy in the reconciliation. The
Then you look for help elsewhere-talk between them lasted for two
It's the man behind the word that
hours, during whirls it was agreed
makes it tell.
that future potitical action by Presi—Exchange.
dent Castro would have as its basis
the combined interests of Gomez and
•ALIDITY OF ORDINANCE.
Castro.
If It Is Disproved Davis
Acquitted.

Will

Be

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer:--)S. W. White, Louisville;
R. L. Clift, Memphis; 0. Rosenfeld.
Danville, Ill. March 7.—The trial
9t. Louis: R. S. Murphy. Fulton, HY.:
of Will J. Davis. charge dwith man- A.
C. Taylor, Nashville; J. M.
slaughter on account of the fire in Hughes,
Memphis; C. H. Bradley,
the Iroquois theater in Chicago in Murray;
Albert Michael, Indianapolis;
1903, is now at a standstill so far as
W. F. Hayes. Chicago; W. W. Evans,
evidence is concerned, and promises
Boston; W. C. Ohippa, Louisville: W.
to be tied up in the courts indefiniteL. Reeley, Newark, N. J.; C. H. Kahn,
ly on legal points and may be carCincinnati; W, F. 'Weldkireb, Nashried to the supreme court before the
ville: G. M. Thomas, Nashville.
trial Jtself can go on. Notice was
Beilvedere;—W. Jacob. St. fouls:
served that the validity of the ordiJ. B. Draper, Fulton; I.'L. Ritainstt,
nance would be attacked. If the ordiMurray; C. F. Drieks, Cincinnati: C.
nance was invalid, then as argued
C. Clifford, Crossville; W. M. Elrod.
there was no law to violate and DaNashville; J. J. Wellett, Louisville;
vis is guilty of no crime.
H. G, Carter, Cincinnati.
New Richmond:—J. T. Byard,
Coward—Man
who counts the Kuttawa; Lewis Austin, Dallae, Tex.;
waiters before he "rough houses" the J. F. Crawford, Paris, Tenn.; Dan
all-bight restaurants.
O'Sullivan, Mound City,
H. W.
Weakling—Man of delicate consti- Rathman. Murray: G. A. Whitney,
tution who needs to take care of -aim- Evansville; L. Davis, Trenton, Tenn.:
self. Examples: Emerson, Carlyle, 0. E. Herrick, Vienna, Ill.; R. H.
Scott Mon t a elle.
Evans, Farmington; A. J. Smith,
Clarksville; E. A. Ward, Stkeaton,
Mo.: D. Winton, iLouleville; C. L.
Green, Cincinnati.

WHEN

Union Rescue Mission,
Union, Rescue Mission, 431 South
Third street. Paducah.
repoitS
tor February, 10907:_
Preached forty-flve _ sermons, including street meetings and- -four
funerals. Visited and mini,itered in
241 housee. Distributed 1.13 pieces of
clothing, 12 baskets of nirbVitions, 75
meals, 25 lodgings, 27 billies and
testaments. Reveued three gi-a; whe
became converted. (Jot employmeut
for seven women, gave away 40e religious papers, conducted revive: at
he hall evesa night, had 20 converstone, quite a number reinstated ani
hundreds impressed for abetter life.
Greet good was clone. Sister Anna
Wesson has done effective preaching.
The revival continues with letereat.
'harles Anglen. one of the eotivei-is,
painter by trade, a husband saved
'n answer to the prayers of his wife,
irom A life of sin to righeousness
with her and three children, will
speak for us tonight.
Let everybody come and hear him.
TIlE,REV, rt, vb. CHILES.

You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE

Sun JobRooms
Prine 358-R

Does all kinds of printing
t>0
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
It should he done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any printing—probably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.

.41.

Anineety for All Offenders.
St, Petersburg, March
7.— The
presentation by the lower house of
parliament %of a unanimous petition
for amnesty for all politic-al often 1era except those guilty of actual murder probabty will result from a confesenca of the conservative deputies
field tonight.
—"It is 'dynast as &Mean to make
A man unlearn his erre..n as his knowl
edge." . And it is a function of good
advertielng to ;mike peoeie 1111)04111
their errogrx abort a store,

i

/I0

50 doz. linen pieces,
embroidered, hemstitched,long,square
or round, table
cover scarfs, tray
cloths, etc., at

25c,35c,49c
Worth twice.

Remnants

Half
Price

350 KAIherb loom
Underskirts

$2.50

Are you getting your
share of bargains at

OUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per doz. .... 5,0t
Roses, best grade per doz. .. $1.04
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. 5P3t
A choke lot of Azaleas in
any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Free delivery to any part of the
city.
SCHMA US ISHOS.,
Ikkh phones 192

THE BAROAIN STORE
314 Broadway.
•

Alan (to Iris sister, who Is worrying
him to be allowed to play bornei—No.
Flo. But I'll tell you what—you stay
where you are and be the horse in the
etable.—Puneb.

409-415 BROADWAY.

The Boys' Stare.
TWO CENT FARE.

Black only

Will Be Passed By Illinois
Today.

Springfield, Ill.,
March
7.—If
1 lot of 10c and nothing
happens to disturb the program of the house organization the
12 1-2c
two cent fare bill will be handed on
tn third reading, and will be passed
Dress Ginghams today.
Any number of

61-4c

75c wash silks for
waists or suits

Getting the Boy
Ready for Spring

House

amendments
and oubstitute hills have been ard
are being proposed for the flat
two
cent rate proposition which the railroad committee offers as an amendment to section 1 of the law
against
extortion but the house organizatio
n
has the whip hand and prpposes
to
put the Bush bill through
practically
Intact,

Laying Dial Blayne.

The boys' store is ready to help you with its
immense display of New York novelties.
We've made extraordinary preparations for
the coming season in order to give you a wide
letthoiste(a
selection. No boy is so small that we slight
him or so big that we fail to fit him. We're just as interested as you are in
having your boy well fitted. Our New Boys' Store extends to you a greaterservice than ever heretofore, and we believe in this season's showing we have
achieved results in boys' clothes making that have never been equaled.
9.4

Handsome line of new Norfolk Suits in these
stylish gray plaid effects that are to be so
popular this spring; sizes 7 to 16 years,

Boys' Double-Breasted Suits of all wool gray
over-plaid and fine color; fast blue serge;
sizes 7 to 16 years,

$3.50 to $10.00

$1.50 to $5.00

49c

Complete line of Novelties in Buster Brown, Peter Pan and Russian Blouses from

$2.50 to $10.00

These are only
a starter

Remember
it's
F.RIDAY
At

OGILVIE'S

New Spring Arrivals
The :lodge—But If you tooted your
horn. how in It that the plaintiff did not
hear you in time to get out of the way?
The Defendant---! am convineed. your
honor, that the accident was due entirely to the inferior velocity of sound.
—Brooklyn Life.
Bargain. —Anything that you are
sure a dozen other women want to
buy.
Anything your husband will
want to know why the dickens you
bought it. Anything like anything
that stuck-up thing o_tithe next street
Purrhitstel it'a higher'ifIcit. ' -.`
A bachelor maid Is mu umarrtad
woman waslem goe0111***4

Wash Blouses, Russian Blouses, Buster Brown and Peter Pan—in all the new
and up-to-date shades—Knickerbocker Pants.
White duck and fancy rairia

25C to $2.00
Duck and Silk Napoleans
Rough Rider Hats, blue and white, for girls.
New Skidoo Hats and Caps for boys

FREE

et
1 to $2.50

50c

FREE

A pair .of Extension
Roller Skates,like cut,,
with every suit from
$2.00 upwards.

k
•

table and quit struggling.

•'--e..
iwiae."7

•

'4'7^`t•

of Extension
Roller Skates,lilce cut,
with every suit from
$2.00 upwards.
A pair

.•

